THE CRYSTAL MYSTERY
Once upon a time, I lived in the Land of Mystery, where raindrops contained crystals. These crystals were magical, and if you touched one, you could do anything you desired for three hours until the spell wore off. However, the raindrops that the crystals were in were like force fields, so before you got the crystal, you had to figure out how to get your hand through the raindrop force field.

A ruthless villain, Frogsoup Stink Guy, wanted to break through a raindrop force field and use its crystal to take over the world.
FrogSoup's Cave

I am FrogSoup Stink Guy!

How to Take Over the World
1.
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Recipe for FrogSoup

He Stinks!
It was up to me and my assistant, a puppy named Kitty, to get a crystal first and teach Fr-gosoup Stink Guy to be kind. We tried saying, "Open sesame," for 24 hours straight in front of a raindrop, but that didn't work, so we tried singing the words, "Open up because we need it" in front of a raindrop for 24 hours straight, but that didn't work, either. After doing 100 things in front of a raindrop for 24 hours straight, none of which worked, all hope seemed lost.
One day, my friend fell at school, so Kitty (at this school, pets were allowed) and I helped her up, comforted her, and took her to the I.A.
After school, Kitty and I tried one last time to get a crystal, and it worked! Kitty and I jumped for joy! We realized that it must have been because we did an act of kindness by helping a friend when she fell.
Kitty and I both touched the crystal, and together we used it to teach Frogsoup Stink Guy to be a good person. We succeeded, and by the time the power of the crystal wore off, he was an ethical man. He said, "I think I'll have to change my name. Frogsoup Stink Guy is suitable for an evil person, but not a good one. I'll be Lovesoup No Stink Guy instead."

How to Be Kind
- No kicking
- No punching
- No hitting
- No lying
- No cheating
- No trying to take over the world
- Smile
- Be friendly
- Don't be rude
- Help others
- Let people be your friends

No stealing
- No laughing at people for making mistakes
- Share
- No fighting
- No calling people names
- Try not to argue
- No compromise
- No bullying
- No pranks

That is how to be kind.

You're right—I should be kind. I think I'll have to change my name.

From then on, the renamed Lovesoup No Stink Guy, Kitty, and I lived happily ever after.

The End